DRIVEWAY 2 - STA 56+19
SERVES 1057 & 1061 FOURMILE CANYON DR
DRIVeway 6 - STA 91+33
Serves LD46 Fourmile Canyon Dr
(Fourmile Fire Station)
DRIVEWAY 7 - STA 934+30
SERVES 1740 FOURMILE CANYON DR
(FOURMILE FIRE STATION)

CONCRETE PAVING (6 INCH)
TIE OF EARTH (TOP)
MATCH EXISTING CONCRETE DRIVEWAY

5.602
TOP OF CUT (TOP)

GUTTER TYPE 2 (2 FEET)

EDGE OF PAVEMENT

EXISTING EDGE OF PAVEMENT

FOURMILE CANYON OR

MCL S FOURMILE

93-00
DRIVEWAY B - STA 95+43
SERVES 1740 FOURMILE CANYON DR
(FOURMILE FIRE STATION)
DRIVEWAY 16 - STA 253+80
SERVES FIRE DEPT. PUMP